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Abstract

This experimental study investigated the state (short-term) effects of action video game (AVG)

training on arithmetic performance and their persistence over time. In addition, it examined group

differences between experienced and novice AVGers. Twenty-nine college students without a prior

AVG experience were randomly assigned to one of the two training groups: AVG and non-AVG.

After 40minutes of video game training, the arithmetic problem-solving speed and accuracy of non-

AVG group increased, while the AVG group’s arithmetic performance decreased, thus suggesting a

possibility of state effects of a non-AVG training on arithmetic performance. The state effects did

not persist over time; on a delayed posttest, both groups’ arithmetic performance was similar to

their pretraining scores. In addition, there were nonsignificant differences in arithmetic perfor-

mance between experienced and novice AVGers. Implications for investigating the game mechanics

and transfer mechanism between the game and transfer task are discussed.
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Over the past 20 years, a large body of literature has documented the beneficial effects of
playing action video games (AVGs) on various perceptual, attentional, and cognitive abil-
ities producing real-world training and learning benefits that transfer from the actual act of
the video gaming to novel tasks and stimuli (Bediou et al., 2018). AVG is a particular game
genre characterized by the high speed of game events, a constant need to make predictions
regarding future game events, and emphasis on peripheral vision that pose high cognitive,
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perceptual, and motor loads (Bediou et al., 2018). Fast-action first-person shooter games,
such asHalo and Call of Duty, are prototypical examples of AVGs. AVGs were documented
to improve a variety of cognitive and perceptual skills including working memory capabil-
ities (Green & Bavelier, 2007), spatial cognition (Feng et al., 2007), reaction times (Clark
et al., 1987), geometry skills (Novak & Tassell, 2015), reading skills (Franceschini et al.,
2013), laparoscopic skills (Schlickum et al., 2009), science domain knowledge (Sanchez,
2012), and general test performance (Frederiksen & White, 1989). Even the U.S. Navy
has considered AVG as a training approach (Hsu, 2010).

Despite these promising findings, the research in the field presents mixed evidence regard-
ing the relationship between playing AVGs and enhanced cognitive abilities. For example,
Boot et al. (2008) found no evidence in support of the AVG training effectiveness on dif-
ferent cognitive abilities, such as, enumeration, n-back tasks, and operation span. Oei and
Patterson (2015) examined four different AVGs with varying speed, visual, and attention
demands as a training strategy to ascertain their common demands hypothesis, according to
which transfer from the act of video gaming to novel tasks depends on similarities between
the video game and the task. Oei and Patterson’s (2015) results supported their hypothesis
showing that games with higher demands had a better transfer to novel tasks than games
with lower demands. Nevertheless, a recent meta-analysis by Bediou et al. (2018) found that
AVG training has a long-lasting impact on experienced AVG players’ perceptual, attention-
al, and cognitive skills when compared with individuals who play non-AVG games or who
do not play video games at all (e.g., visual sensitivity, Appelbaum et al., 2013; attentional
control, Bavelier & Green, 2019; F€ocker et al., 2018, 2019; Green & Bavelier, 2012; visual
short-term memory, Pavan et al., 2019). The meta-analysis findings extended to intervention
studies that show casual effects as well: Long-term AVG training can positively enhance
various areas of human cognition when compared with training with non-AVG commercial
games (Bediou et al., 2018). These intervention studies suggest that playing AVGs presents
advantages over playing non-AVGs regarding their impact on cognition. Yet, another meta-
analysis showed only a weak relationship between playing video games and enhanced cog-
nitive abilities and no evidence of causal relationships between video games and enhanced
cognition (Sala et al., 2018). These results were consistent for both action and non-AVGs.

Although the AVG research has received considerable attention, most of the research in
the field used long-term video game training (5þ hours) to investigate durable effects of
video gaming using delayed posttests (at least 24 hours after the last video game training
session; see Green et al., 2019 and Bediou et al., 2018 for methodological standards in video
game training for cognitive enhancement). Very little research has been done on how AVG
training affects human cognition immediately after the game play, that is, short-term (state)
effects (Kozhevnikov et al., 2018). The literature on video games suggests the existence of
the enhanced cognitive states after video gaming. Several researchers proposed that video
games, and AVG in particular, can induce a state of flow or peak experiences, which
enhance various attentional, perceptual, and cognitive abilities for limited durations
(Cowley et al., 2008; Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Klasen et al., 2011; Maslow, 1999).
However, most of the reports come from phenomenological research (qualitative analysis
of narrative data; e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Kozhevnikov et al., 2018; Maslow, 1999).
To address this gap, this experimental study examined the state effects of video game train-
ing on arithmetic performance in college students.

Although experimental research on the state effects of video games is scarce, several
studies have shown that video game training, including both AVG and non-AVG, can
temporarily boost human performance on various novel tasks and stimuli immediately
after playing a video game. For instance, non-AVG training was used as a warm-up training
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strategy for improving psychomotor skills in the field of surgery (Plerhoples et al., 2011;
Rosser et al., 2007). Surgical residents who played a non-AVG balance game on a mobile
device for 10minutes performed significantly fewer errors on a laparoscopic surgery simu-
lator than the control group that did not receive any training.

In addition to psychomotor skills, video game training was examined for improving
spatial attention. Kozhevnikov et al. (2018) reported significant improvements in temporal
and spatial aspects of attention in participants immediately after a 30-minute long AVG
training but not in those who observed AVG play. These cognitive enhancements disap-
peared after a 30minute break from video gaming.

Sanchez (2012) explored the immediate effects of AVG training on students’ visuospatial
capabilities and science learning to examine the causal relationships between successful
science learning and good visuospatial skills (Black, 2005). Participants were assigned to
either a visuospatial (AVG, Halo: Combat Evolved) or a nonspatial (non-AVG, Word
Whomp’) training of 25minutes. The spatial-training group outperformed the non-spatial-
training group on the visuospatial and academic tasks (reading a text and writing an essay).
The author argued that the visuospatial training produced real cognitive enhancements that
went beyond simple activation of dormant cognitive processes as a result of a video gaming
warm-up, because participants improved both their spatial skills and science learning.
However, because no delayed posttest assessments were performed, it is unknown whether
these effects persisted over time.

Nelson and Strachan (2009) examined participants’ performance using a task that
emphasized both speed and accuracy immediately after playing an hour of an AVG
(Unreal Tournament) or a puzzle video game (Portal). The results showed that after playing
the AVG, participants were much faster but less accurate than before, while after playing the
puzzle game, participants were more accurate but slower than before.In addition, the AVG
group outperformed the puzzle game group on the posttest. The authors attributed the shifts
in the speed-accuracy trade-offs to specific game demands that could require using an
optimal strategy to win the game. For example, a fast AVG like Unreal Tournament
might require constant attention to constantly scan the screen and rapidly execute motor
actions, while a puzzle game like Portal did not require rapid responses or heighten attention
levels but involved more accurate estimation of actions.

However, the beneficial effects of playing Portal were not supported by Adams et al.’s
(2015) study showing that playing Portal for 75minutes failed to improve spatial cognition
skills and physics intuitions in college students. The authors randomly assigned participants
to three video game training groups: Portal, Tetris (spatial control group), and TextTwist
(non-spatial control group). Nonsignificant group differences in spatial cognition skills
(mental rotation and perspective taking) or physics intuitions were found.

The AVG research spans a wide variety of tasks and stimuli, but the literature cites
improvements in spatial cognition (e.g., mental rotation, spatial working memory tasks)
and problem-solving (e.g., Tower of Hanoi, Tower of London) among the fairly consistent
benefits of playing AVGs (Bediou et al., 2018; Powers & Brooks, 2013, 2014). These cog-
nitive capabilities play a critical role in mathematical abilities (Hawes et al., 2015; Kytt€al€a &
Lehto, 2008; LeFevre et al., 2005; Raghubar et al., 2010; Swanson & Beebe-Frankenberger,
2004; Trbovich & LeFevre, 2003). Positive relationships among spatial skills and mathe-
matical abilities as well as working memory and mathematics have been found across dif-
ferent mathematics tasks, including mental arithmetic (Kytt€al€a & Lehto, 2008; Trbovich &
LeFevre, 2003), word problems (Swanson & Beebe-Frankenberger, 2004), general problem-
solving (Bühner et al., 2008), and geometry (Delgado & Prieto, 2004).For instance, arith-
metic problem-solving requires considerable spatial working memory resources to select and
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update new input, retrieve necessary information from the long-term memory, interpret and
process the new and retrieved information, and manipulate the mental number line
(Ashcraft & Kirk, 2001; Maloney et al., 2012).

A considerable body of research examined the effects of video games on mathematics
achievement (see Tokac et al., 2019, for a meta-analysis). However, only a few studies
examining the effects of noneducational video game training on mathematics performance
were found. Novak and Tassell (2015) used long-term video game training with an AVG
(Unreal Tournament) and non-AVG (Angry Birds) to establish a connection between
enhanced attentional skills and mathematics performance focusing on three distinct math-
ematics tasks: geometry, word, and non-word problem-solving. Both groups significantly
improved their working memory and spatial and geometry skills after 10 hours of video
game training. Libertus et al. (2017) examined the impact of an extended AVG training on a
range of mathematical abilities, including standardized mathematics assessment and basic
arithmetic that involved two- and three-operand addition and subtraction problems.
AVG (Unreal Tournament) and non-AVG (The Sims 2) intervention groups were tested
before, after 25 hours, and after 40 hours of video game training. The results showed that
AVG training improved some of the standardized mathematics skills requiring
complex mathematical computations but not those requiring the application of complex
mathematics to solve everyday problems or basic arithmetic after 25 hours of video game
training. Nonsignificant findings were reported for attentional skills, foundational
number processing, or basic arithmetic. These findings contrast with Green and Bavelier’s
(2006) and Halberda et al.’s (2013) studies that reported beneficial effects of AVG training
on approximate number-processing skills and number comparison, respectively. No
research examining the state effects of AVG training on mathematics performance was
found.

The goal of the present study was twofold. First, group differences were examined
between experienced and novice AVGers in arithmetic performance such as speed and
accuracy. Second, the state effects of AVG training on arithmetic performance and their
persistence over time were explored with a working hypothesis predicting improved arith-
metic performance immediately after AVG training when compared with non-AVG train-
ing. The length of video game training (40minutes) was determined based on experimental
research that investigated the existence of flow experiences and their effects of cognition
(Kozhevnikov et al., 2009, 2018; May et al., 2011). Participants’ arithmetic performance was
assessed using the NeuroSky SpeedMath mini-game before and after a video game training.
The SpeedMath mini-game emphasizes both speed and accuracy, both of which are the most
common outcomes examined in the video game training literature (Bediou et al., 2018;
Nelson & Strachan, 2009). Moreover, using SpeedMath intended to promote participants’
motivation to do their best on the arithmetic performance assessments (Chen et al., 2019;
Hooshyar et al., 2016).

Method

Participants

Forty-six undergraduate students (age M¼ 20.57, SD¼ 1.63) from a large public university
in the United States participated in the study. Among them were 32 females and 14 males.
The study was advertised in undergraduate classes in the College of Education; students
received a $25 gift card for their participation. All study applicants completed an AVG
background questionnaire (Terlecki & Newcombe, 2005) where they reported their
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demographics and prior video gaming experience, for example, their favorite video games

and genres, which games they usually played, and how long and often they played the

games. Individuals were considered experienced AVGers if they played action or fast-

paced games on a weekly basis for the past 6–12months (Bediou et al., 2018). Those who

did not meet this criterion were labeled as novice AVGers. Seventeen participants were

experienced AVGers (5 females, 12 males) and 29 were novice AVGers (27 females, 2

males). All novice AVG participants reported some experience playing video games.

However, none of them played AVGs, and their current video gaming experience was

once in 6–12months. None of the participants was familiar with the SpeedMath mini-game.

Tasks and Materials

The research design included two intervention groups: an AVG and a non-AVG group.

The AVG group played a first-person shooter game, Unreal Tournament 2004. This game is

considered a prototypical AVG, and its beneficial effects on attentional capabilities are

documented in the literature (e.g., Green & Bavelier, 2007; Nelson & Strachan, 2009).

The non-AVG group played a low-stress casual game, Angry Birds. This game was selected

based on the absence of AVG qualities, thus serving as an active control group, which is

considered a “gold standard training in training experiments” by cognitive training research-

ers (Green & Bavelier, 2012, p. 200). Angry Birds, unlike the Unreal Tournament AVG, did

not involve fast-paced events or process, attention to transient events, or need to make

motor responses under time constraints. In Angry Birds, players had to destroy different

structures by throwing birds into them through a careful estimation of the trajectories of

the thrown birds.

Apparatus

Participants viewed stimuli on Dell P2217H monitors with 21.500 viewable screens in a

computer lab. The monitors were set to their maximum supported resolution and refresh

rate of 1,920� 1,080 at 60Hz.

Procedures

The study took place in a computer lab with a maximum of four students in a training

session. First, participants rated their daily stress level (Assess your daily stress level on a

scale of 1–9: 1¼ very relaxed and 9¼ very stressed) and watched a video recording of a

boring, old-style talking-head lecture on a computer for 3–4minutes. The video was inten-

tionally selected to be not engaging to induce a neutral emotional state in participants. After

watching the video, all participants completed a pretest, that is, they played three sessions of

the SpeedMath mini-game. Following the pretest, participants classified as novice AVGers

(n¼ 29) were randomly assigned to an AVG (n¼ 13; 1 male) or a non-AVG (n¼ 16; 1 male)

intervention and asked to play the assigned video game for 40minutes. Both AVG and non-

AVG participants shared a similar academic background (undergraduate education majors)

and were matched with regard to their age, gender, and previous non-AVG experience.
Because none of the participants was familiar with Unreal Tournament, the AVG group

completed a 10-minute game tutorial before the training. The initial game difficulty level

was set to three bots. Players’ game performance was closely monitored, and the game

difficulty was adjusted based on a participant’s kill/death ratio. The Angry Birds active

control group was guided to score as many points as possible at each game level.
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Once they fulfilled all game level requirements, a more advanced level was unlocked for

them to play.
Immediately after the intervention, participants completed a posttest that involved play-

ing three sessions of SpeedMath again. The whole experiment, including explanations of the

study procedures, informed consent forms, and completion of all study procedures and

tasks, lasted approximately 90minutes. Consistent with the study intent to examine the

state effects of video game training, the pretest, video game training, and posttest were

administered on the same day (Green et al., 2019).
Three weeks later, AVG and non-AVG participants returned to the computer lab to take a

delayed posttest. Similar to the pretest procedures, they rated their daily stress level and watched

the same video recording on a computer for 3–4minutes followed by three sessions of the

SpeedMath mini-game. Figure 1 presents an overview of the study procedures. All experiment

procedures were individually supervised, and participants’ computer interactions were screen

captured to collect their video game performance and time line of the completed tasks.

Dependent Variables

Participants’ arithmetic problem-solving and accuracy were assessed using the SpeedMath

video game. Participants played three sessions of SpeedMath, 60 seconds each. The game

goal was to solve correctly as many arithmetic problems as possible. The arithmetic problems

involved adding and subtracting numbers between 1 and 30 (e.g., 28–17). At the end of each

game session, players received a game summary (Figure 2) with the following information:

1. Game score reflected both speed and accuracy of arithmetic problem-solving; SpeedMath

does not explain how this score is calculated.
2. Number of correctly solved problems was used as an arithmetic problem-solving accuracy

indicator.
3. Number of incorrectly solved problems was used as an error rate of arithmetic

performance.

Arithmetic problem-solving speed was calculated by adding the number of correctly and

incorrectly solved problems. The game also assessed participants’ attention levels using

NeuroSky MindSet electroencephalography device. However, due to a low reliability of

the EEG data, attention scores were not considered in this study. Participants’ indicators

1. Watching a
video
3-4 min

2. Pretest
3 sesions of
SpeedMath

5 min

3. Video Game Training
40 min

4. Pos�est
3 sessions of
SpeedMath

5 min

5. Delayed
Pos�est

(3 weeks later)
Watching a video

(3-4 min)
3 sessions of
SpeedMath
(5 min)

AVG Group: Unreal
Tournament
(n = 13)

Non-AVG Group:
Angry Birds
(n = 16)

Figure 1. An overview of the AVG training study’s procedures: Steps 1–4 took place on the same day;
Step 5 took place 3 weeks later.
AVG¼ action video game.
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of their arithmetic performance were calculated by averaging the scores of the three

SpeedMath mini-game sessions.

Data Analysis

We used a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to examine group differences between

experienced and novice AVGers, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to compute interven-

tion effects of AVG and non-AVG training, and repeated-measures mixed ANOVA for

testing interaction effects over time. The data were inspected before running the analyses,

and relevant assumptions were tested prior to each test. Specifically, for ANOVA, the nor-

mality assumption was tested using skewness and kurtosis values as well as an inspection of

the histograms; the homogeneity of variance was checked using Levene’s test. In ANCOVA

analyses, normality and homogeneity of variance were checked as described earlier.

In addition, a linear relationship between covariate and dependent variable as well as homo-

geneity of regression slopes were investigated. For repeated-measures mixed ANOVA, nor-

mality, homogeneity of variance, sphericity, and homogeneity of covariance were examined.

No violation of the assumptions was found.
Because the AVG and non-AVG groups included unequal samples with regard to gender

(only one male in each training group) and males are usually better at playing video games

than females, we examined intervention and time effects with and without males. The two

analyses revealed similar results. In the next section, we reported results using the data with

males. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 25.

Results

Group Differences Between Experienced and Novice AVGers

Table 1 presents pretest means and standard deviations for all study variables across all

participants. Because the variation in the Experienced AVGers group was larger compared

with the novice AVGers group, we examined the data for outliers and identified two potential

Figure 2. A screenshot of a SpeedMath session summary.
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outliers among experienced AVGers. We computed an ANOVA to examine group differences

with and without the outliers. However, neither of the analyses identified significant differ-

ences between experienced and novice AVGers. All ANOVA assumptions were met in both

cases. We reported results using the data with the outliers only. There were nonsignificant

differences between experienced and novice AVGers’ arithmetic performance, indicating that,

on average, experienced and novice AVGers demonstrated similar arithmetic performance—

Game score: F(1, 44)¼ 3.12, p¼ .085, g2¼ .07; Number of correctly solved problem: F(1,

44)¼ 2.73, p¼ .105, g2¼ .06; Number of attempted problems: F(1, 44)¼ 2.55, p¼ .117,

g2¼ .06; Number of incorrectly solved problem: F(1, 44)¼ .08, p¼ .776, g2¼ .00.

Intervention Effects

Table 2 presents means and standard deviations for pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest meas-

ures for novice AVGers. Using an ANOVA, nonsignificant (p> .05) differences between the

AVG and non-AVG groups were revealed for all variables measured at the outset of the study.
The intervention state effects of video game training on players’ arithmetic performance

(posttest measures) were analyzed using an ANCOVA with the pretest stress level as a

covariate. After controlling for participants’ pretest stress level, there was a nonsignificant

intervention state effect of the video game training on participants’ posttest arithmetic per-

formance—Game score: F(1, 26)¼ .62, p¼ .440, g2p¼ .02; Number of correctly solved prob-

lem: F(1, 26)¼ .49, p¼ .489, g2p¼ .02; Number of attempted problems: F(1, 26)¼ .04,

p¼ .837, g2p¼ .00; Number of incorrectly solved problem: F(1, 26)¼ 1.47, p¼ .236,

g2¼ .05—indicating that participants’ posttest arithmetic performance from the AVG and

non-AVG groups was in general the same.
The intervention trait effects on players’ arithmetic performance (delayed posttest meas-

ures) were analyzed using an ANCOVA with the delayed posttest stress level as a covariate.

After controlling for participants’ delayed posttest stress level, there was a nonsignificant

intervention trait effect of the video game training on participants’ delayed posttest arith-

metic performance—Game score: F(1, 21)¼ .101, p¼ .754, g2p¼ .01; Number of correctly

solved problem: F(1, 21)¼ .07, p¼ .772, g2p¼ .00; Number of attempted problems: F(1,

21)¼ .02, p¼ .892, g2p¼ .00; Number of incorrectly solved problem: F(1, 21)¼ .14,

p¼ .715, g2¼ .01—indicating that participants’ arithmetic performance on the delayed post-

test from the AVG and non-AVG groups was in general the same.

Time Effects

To compute the pretest and posttest time effects and their interactions while

controlling for participants’ stress levels, a repeated-measures mixed ANOVA with test

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations for Pretest Measures by AVG Experience Level.

Experienced

AVGers (n¼ 17)

Novice AVGers

(n¼ 29)

M (SD) M (SD)

Game score 777.80 (729.69) 490.41 (377.18)

Number of correctly solved problems (accuracy) 20.29 (9.06) 16.69 (5.76)

Number of incorrectly solved problems (error rates) 2.75 (2.07) 2.92 (1.95)

Number of attempted problems (speed) 23.04 (8.71) 19.61 (5.86)

Note. AVGers¼ action video gamers.
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time (pretest/posttest) as a within-subjects variable, intervention (AVG/non-AVG) as a
between-subjects variable, and pretest stress level as a covariate was performed.

Game score: There was a significant Time� Stress interaction effect, Wilks’ k¼ .84, F(1,
26)¼ 5.02, p¼ .034, g2p¼ .162, and Time� Intervention interaction effect, Wilks’ k¼ .84, F
(1, 26)¼ 5.13, p¼ .032, g2p¼ .165 (Figure 3A). A follow-up analysis indicated that the non-
AVG group’s game scores increased from pretest (M¼ 468.22, SE¼ 88.54) to posttest
(M¼ 549.31, SE¼ 74.68), while the AVG group’s game scores decreased from pretest
(M¼ 517.73, SE¼ 98.24) to posttest (M¼ 461.75, SE¼ 82.86).

Number of correctly solved problems (accuracy): There was a significant Time� Intervention
interaction effect, Wilks’ k¼ .81, F(1, 26)¼ 6.13, p¼ .020, g2p¼ .191 (Figure 3B). A follow-up
analysis indicated that the non-AVG group’s accuracy improved from pretest (M¼ 16.29,

Figure 3. A: SpeedMath game scores (error bars: 95% confidence interval); B: Arithmetic problem-solving
accuracy (measured by the number of correctly solved problems; error bars: 95% confidence interval); C:
Arithmetic problem-solving speed (measured by the number of attempted problems; error bars: 95%
confidence interval).
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SE¼ 1.39) to posttest (M¼ 17.96, SE¼ 1.43), while the AVG group’s accuracy decreased from

pretest (M¼ 17.18, SE¼ 1.54) to posttest (M¼ 16.46, SE¼ 1.58).
Number of attempted problems (speed): There was a significant Time� Intervention inter-

action, Wilks’ k¼ .80, F(1, 26)¼ 6.57, p¼ .016, g2p¼ .204 (Figure 3C), indicating that the

AVG and non-AVG participants’ speed changed differently from pre- to posttest. A follow-

up analysis indicated that the non-AVG group’s speed increased from pretest (M¼ 18.66,

SE¼ 1.36) to posttest (M¼ 20.9, SE¼ 1.45), while the AVG group’s speed decreased from

pretest (M¼ 20.78, SE¼ 1.51) to posttest (M¼ 20.45, SE¼ 1.61).
Number of incorrectly solved problems (error rate) was not significantly affected by time.

An intervention by time interaction was not statistically significant, Wilks’ k¼ .10, F(1,

26)¼ .08, p¼ .781, g2p¼ .003, indicating that AVG and non-AVG groups’ error rates

changed similarly over time.
Stress level: A repeated-measures mixed ANOVA with test time (pretest/delayed posttest)

as a within-subjects variable and intervention (AVG/non-AVG) as a between-subjects var-

iable was performed to examine differences in participants’ stress levels between pretest and

delayed posttest. Participants’ stress levels were not significantly affected by time. A non-

significant intervention by time interaction was obtained, Wilks’ k¼ .99, F(1, 22)¼ .23,

p¼ .638, g2p¼ .01, indicating that AVG and non-AVG groups’ stress levels changed similarly

over time.
To compute the pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest time effects and their interactions,

a repeated-measures mixed ANOVA with test time (pretest/posttest/delayed posttest) as a

within-subjects variable, intervention (AVG/non-AVG) as a between-subjects variable, and

pretest stress level as a covariate was performed. None of the variables were significantly

affected by time. Using Pillai’s trace, a nonsignificant intervention by time interaction was

obtained, indicating that AVG and non-AVG groups’ arithmetic performance changed

similarly from pretest to delayed posttest. Table 3 shows all related statistics.

Discussion

The major goal of this study was to investigate the state effects of a single AVG training

session (40minutes) on arithmetic performance when compared with non-AVG training.

Table 3. Time, Time� Intervention, and Time� Stress Interaction Effects With Test Time (Pretest/
Posttest/Delayed Posttest) as a Within-Subjects Variable, Intervention (AVG/Non-AVG) as a Between-
Subjects Variable, and Pretest Stress Level as a Covariate.

Time effect

Time� Intervention

interaction effect

Time� Stress

interaction effect

Variable k F(2, 22) p k F(2, 22) p k F(2, 22) p

Game score .82 2.38 .116 .82 2.38 .116 .84 2.16 .139

Number of correctly

solved problems

(accuracy)

.99 .14 .872 .80 2.68 .091 .98 2.00 .823

Number of incorrectly

solved problems (error

rates)

.99 .11 .900 .96 .49 .620 1.00 .00 .998

Number of attempted

problems (speed)

.98 .24 .789 .78 3.14 .063 .98 .21 .813
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In addition, differences between experienced and novice AVGers were investigated. To our
knowledge, this is the first study that empirically investigated the possibility of boosting
arithmetic performance on demand using video game training. The study was motivated by
the literature suggesting that both AVG play and arithmetic performance may rely on the
same perceptual and cognitive abilities (Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011; Libertus et al., 2017).

State Effects of Video Game Training

The present study did not reveal significant differences in arithmetic performance between
the two groups immediately after the video game training. However, significant
Time� Intervention interaction effects were found with medium to large effect sizes, indi-
cating that the AVG and non-AVG participants’ SpeedMath game scores, arithmetic
problem-solving speed, and accuracy changed differently from pre- to posttest. Contrary
to the study hypothesis predicting enhanced arithmetic performance after AVG training,
non-AVG group’s performance increased, while the AVG group’s performance decreased
after the video game training. Moreover, both groups showed significant changes in their
SpeedMath game scores after the video game training that were impacted by participants’
stress levels. However, the changes were in the opposite directions, that is, increased game
scores in the control group and decreased game scores in the AVG group. The effect of the
stress level on participants’ game performance is not surprising, as psychometrical research
clearly shows the detrimental effects of stress and anxiety on cognitive performance
(Raghubar et al., 2010). Feelings of stress and anxiety produce a task-irrelevant cognitive
activity that negatively affects human performance, particularly in mathematics (Ashcraft &
Krause, 2007; LeFevre et al., 2005).

It is important to note that the significant Time� Intervention interaction effects do not
reflect a shift in participants’ game strategy, for example, a speed-accuracy trade-off,
because there was an improvement in the both speed and accuracy in non-AVG participants
and a decrease in these two variables in AVG participants. One of the possible explanations
for the decreased speed and accuracy of arithmetic problem-solving in AVG participants
could be that this group had become tired after the video game training, as Unreal
Tournament poses much higher perceptual, cognitive, and motor demands than Angry
Birds, and consequently did not invest effort into the SpeedMath game play. However,
Kozhevnikov et al.’s (2018) and Nelson and Strachan’s (2009) findings may not support
this explanation, as their AVG participants significantly improved various aspects of atten-
tion immediately after playing an AVG. However, neither of these studies did focus on
arithmetic performance.

One of the unexpected findings of the present study was an improved arithmetic perfor-
mance after playing the non-AVG Angry Birds game. These findings converge with other
studies that documented enhanced cognitive and psychomotor performance after playing
non-AVG games. For example, Plerhoples et al. (2011) and Rosser et al. (2007) found
significant improvements in surgical residents’ laparoscopic and suturing skills immediately
after playing a non-AVG game. Studies that employed long-term AVG training also
reported improvements after playing non-AVG games (Libertus et al., 2017; Novak &
Tassell, 2015; Oei & Patterson, 2014, 2015; West et al., 2013; Wu & Spence, 2013). Many
researchers agree that the mechanism of transfer from a video game play to novel tasks is
not well understood. One of the possible explanations of the mechanism of transfer was
proposed by Oei and Patterson (2015), suggesting that the success of transfer depends on
common perceptual, cognitive, and psychomotor demands between the video game and the
transfer task. Another possible explanation involves the flow state experienced after a video
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game play. Kozhevnikov et al. (2018) argue that flow requires a balance between boredom

and anxiety, as it cannot be induced by too relaxed or too stressful activities. Perhaps, the

Angry Birds game was able to induce higher flow when compared with the Unreal

Tournament, playing which was often reported as a stressful experience for novice players.

The higher level of flow induced by the Angry Birds may explain the improved arithmetic

performance in the non-AVG group. However, further research is needed to better under-

stand how various factors including flow and participants’ emotional states can explain the

mechanism of transfer in video games.
The arithmetic performance task employed in the present study required foundational

mathematics skills that involved addition or subtraction of numbers between 1 and 30.

These skills are developed in early childhood and serve as a foundation for learning more

advanced mathematics (Fazio et al., 2014; Lyons et al., 2014). Arithmetic skills were suc-

cessfully trained in young children using educational video games (Beserra et al., 2014;

Moreno & Duran, 2004). However, training foundational number-processing skills in

adults did not yield considerable improvements (DeWind & Brannon, 2012; Park &

Brannon, 2014). Thus, it is plausible to suggest that improving these skills in adults can

be very difficult. Moreover, one could argue that a 40-minute long training session might

not be sufficient to elicit changes in arithmetic skills in adults.

Long-Term Effects of Video Game Training

An examination of participants’ arithmetic performance 3 weeks after the video game train-

ing did not reveal any significant group or time differences. These findings are in line with

the literature that argues that cognitive enhancements observed immediately after playing a

video game are due to a heightened arousal and not due to durable, long-lasting effects on

cognition (Bediou et al., 2018).

Group Differences Between Experienced and Novice AVGers

Nonsignificant group differences between experienced and novice AVGers were observed.

These findings converge with the literature that shows that habitual AVGer do not neces-

sarily have better perceptual, attentional, or cognitive skills than novice AVGers or indi-

viduals who do not play video games (see Sala et al., 2018, for a meta-analysis).
In conclusion, the study findings suggest a possibility of enhanced arithmetic perfor-

mance after a mere 40minutes of non-AVG training. It extends previous findings by inves-

tigating the state effects of AVG training on arithmetic problem-solving in adults. However,

because the study did not employ a passive control group without a video game training, the

results should not be generalized to conclude that the non-AVG training was the primary

cause for these findings. Nevertheless, based on prior research on the state effects of AVG

(Plerhoples et al., 2011; Rosser et al., 2007), it is plausible that the non-AVG training had a

positive effect on arithmetic performance. In addition, the study employed unequal samples

in terms of gender, which is common in AVG research, as AVGs primarily appeal to males.

Therefore, it was impossible to examine gender differences between experienced and novice

AVGers and between AVG and non-AVG groups.
More generally, the findings underscore the importance of investigating the transfer

mechanism of video games as well as the game mechanics and play elements to better

understand how different game elements or a combination of them impact human cognition

(Dale at el., 2020; Nelson & Strachan, 2009; Oei & Patterson, 2015). For example, the Angry

Birds game is considered a casual game that poses considerably less cognitive demands than
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an AVG such as Unreal Tournament, which makes a game like Angry Birds more accessible
to wider audience, because unlike AVGs, it does not require special skills or time to master
the game play. It is also noteworthy to mention that participants’ stress levels and possibly
other emotions can mediate the effects of video game training. As such, future research
should consider participants’ emotional states when investigating the impact of AVG on
human performance.
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